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1. Consider the nonlinear system

[;;] 
= l:it;;,1 (1)

(a) Determine all points of equilibrium

(b) Determine the linearization at all points of equilibrium

(c) Does ttre nonlinear system (1) have an unstable equilibrium?

(d) Does the nonlinearsystem (1) have a stable equilibrium?

2. Consider minimization of

7t
| *'U)+t2tx(t)dt, x(o)=9, x(1)-1

Jo

over all functions x : [0, 1] * In.

(a) Determine the Euler equation for this problem

(b) Solve the Euler equation

3. Under some conditions the Euler equation implies the Beltrami identity.

Formulate these conditions and then derive the Beltrami identity from the
Euler equation.

4. Consider the second order system with mixed initial and frnal conditions

*1ft): v111, *2Q) - 1, x1(01- 0, xz(o):0, xr(1) - I

andwith cost

rt
I(xs,u):- | u21t1+t2xz1)xít) dt
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The input u :10,1] * m. is not restricted, i.e. u(t) can take on any real value.

(a) Determine the Hamiltonian for this problem

(b) Determine the differential equations for state x and co-state P, in-
cluding the boundary conditions

(c) Express the candidate minimïzrng u*(t) as a function of- x*(t), p*(t)

(d) Sotve the equations for x*,p*,u* (that is, determine x*(f), p*(t),u*(t)
as explicit functions of time r e [0, 1])



5. Consider the system

*(t) - x(t)+ u(t), x(0) - xo, u(r) e R

on the finite time horizon , e [0,I] with cost

pr
I$,rt(xo,u1: )x'zQ)+ | -xz(il- x(t)u(t) dt.
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(a) Solve the Bellman equation [hint try V(x,t)= q(x)j

(b) Determine all constant optimal inputs u(r)

(c) Determine the optimal cost

6. Under which general conditions on matrices A, B,Q,R does the solution
P(Í) of the LQ-Riccati differential equation

Í'1t1: -P(t)A* Ar PU)+ P(t)BR-t B'p(t)-Q, P(T): s

exist and at each Í converge to a constant matrix P as I --' oo? And under
which additional conditions does it have the property that all eigenvalues

of À - B R-r Br P have strictly negative real part?

problem: I 2 3 4 5 6

points: 2+2+2+l 2+3 4 t+2+2+4 3+2+1 3

E:ram grade is l -l g p / pnax.

Euler:

(L* - * *) F G' x (t)' * (t )) = o

BeltÍami:

AF
F - -;-7*:C

dx

Standard Hamiltonian equations for initial conditioned state:

. aH.*=7;{x,p,u), x(0)=ao,

p = - r\{x, p,u), p(T): ffUfr»
LQ Riccati differential equation:

ir(t1:-p1s1n- Ar PU)+ PU)At; sr p1Í) - Q, P(T) = 5

Bellman:

T .,yàlffir@,u)+L(x,r,] = lv(Í,r)=s(Í)


